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Glenbeigh Group
The Glenbeigh Group was established in 1985 and has grown to become Ireland’s 

most successful integrated construction company.

 

Traditional construction was where The Glenbeigh Group first made its name 

and we have been commissioned to build public, state, commercial, industrial and 

private buildings in every part of the country. Experts in this type of construction, 

our rich experience and substantial resources in terms of trades and materials are 

all available to you.

 

Glenbeigh has also embraced innovative new system techniques. We pioneered 

an innovative and revolutionary steel framed building system that lets us design 

and construct your building in modular form, off-site, at our state-of-the-art 

manufacturing facility. Using the latest cold forming machinery and advanced light 

gauge steel construction techniques we can finish your building faster, with less 

labour, materials and waste on-site. By pre-building in our plant, we reduce risk, 

improve accuracy, accelerate construction and bring the highest levels of quality 

systems, construction and finish to every project.

 

Our pre-fabrication facility compliments our traditional construction business 

and this combination has become very popular with Government, semi-state and 

commercial project owners.

 

We have also found that our clients value Glenbeigh’s professionalism, reliability, 

responsiveness and total commitment to customer service while handling very 

complex construction projects and delivering within budget and on time, every time.

                       

Have a look through this, the first Glenbeigh Book, and you’ll see some of our 

innovative solutions, from sensitive restorations in famous buildings such as Dublin 

Castle, Leinster House and Farmleigh House to high security construction for the 

prison service around Ireland.
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The Glenbeigh Group headquarters building in Damastown, Co Dublin
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Carefully, quietly. 

Humbly, discretely,

add to our most famous building.

Beautiful materials in stunning angles

and where few agree, most agree,

this contemporary masterpiece is apt. 

Very apt…
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A bold design for a functional building at Dáil Éireann,
integrated with the ancient trees of the surrounding environment
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Exterior of the stunning glass, wood and steel
reception at Dáil Éireann, constructed to a fast track program 
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What is a triumph?

A triumph is a gothic pile.

You enhance it. You make it better. Bigger.

But you don’t make it obvious. 

And you make it look, from the outside,

as though it has always been here.

That, in a sense relative to us,
     to them, is a triumph...              
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Shelton Abbey Open Prison, where we added a new
wing in keeping with the magnificent, older main building
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The original building at Shelton Abbey was
our inspiration for design and our model for quality
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A sparkling edifice. 

A place of inspiration and sporting excellence

is a glass and steel wonder in the grounds

of an historic school.

A build we’d jump at... 

thirteen fourteen

An existing sports hall with a functional block work façade was transformed by
Glenbeigh with an impressive glass facia, state-of-the-art conference centre and offices



fifteen

How many of the great and famous
have walked through here?

Each rounded, smooth, chipped stone

could tell a tale or two.

And now back to its former glory with a new

set of cobbles that lie like an unwritten book, 

ready to record another 200 years of history.

At Dublin Castle another refurbishment of an historical building
for a result that is in perfect balance with its glorious surroundings
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Tread carefully.

This is a national treasure after all.

Anything here must be discretely extraordinary

in a setting that is both incredibly historic

and powerfully contemporary.

It comes down to detail. Craftsmanship. And quality.

Quality.

Quality.

seventeen eighteen

Also in Dublin Castle, Glenbeigh sensitively restored the
Bedford Hall and circulation areas and brought them back to their original glory 
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Your eye is drawn every time. 

You look up and you can actually feel the history of this place.

You wonder what has happened here.

What reputations were made, what lives were lost.

This now magnificent place is intrinsically linked

to every chapter of the long story that is Ireland.

Imagine how proud we are to have a
paragraph all of our own...
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The tower in Dublin Castle was reborn as
 a museum while still respecting its past as a keep 



Add to this serious, sombre,
classical landmark. 

Try something sensitively brave and leave

an impression without taking anything

away from what has always been

an important place. 

A very important place.

Now tread lightly here…

twenty one twenty two

At Dublin’s iconic Four Courts, the old and the new are in harmony as we help
meet modern public access requirements without disrupting normal court business



twenty three

Make a landmark big and bold. 
          

This is a place of business but a work of art. 

A showpiece home to the finest mechanical marvels 

of tomorrow must be fitting and so it is. 

And so it is…
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Attention to detail, quality of finish and architecturally
interesting features are prominent on all our design and build projects
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In Coolmine, we built this landmark car showroom using traditional
construction methods, wood cladding and lots and lots of glass to meet the client’s brief
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How can we make you better?

Take a little time,

but not too much, and listen to the Doctors.

Take their advice and before you know it,

  

you’re up and running.

twenty seven twenty eight

Cherry Orchard Community Nursing Unit was built off-site to minimise disruption to existing services, 
with modular technology helping to fast track the project and meet quality and programme requirements
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Interior of Cherry Orchard Community Nursing Unit, where we
incorporated the highest levels of technology and medical services

thirty

Cherry Orchard Community Nursing Unit again,
where we followed a different set of very important rules
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One of the two modular units finished and operational at Cherry Orchard
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Be sensitive. 

Be functional, by all means, but be sensitive. 

Think about who will be here and try to put

them at ease. Make them feel… warm. 

In an incredibly practical situation,

a little humanity will go a long, long way.

thirty four

This reception and integration centre at Knockalisheen can accommodate 400 people and can be
dismantled, moved and reassembled very quickly in a new location thanks to Glenbeigh’s modular technology
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Aerial view of the reception and integration centre at Knockalisheen



The beauty of this brand newness
is that nobody knows how far
we can take it.

New challenges call for new answers

and with a little thought.

And a little wisdom.

And a little magic.

Eureka, my friend, eureka.

thirty seven thirty eight

A teaching facility, built off-site with modular technology to
meet national security requirements at St Patrick’s Institution
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The training unit in St Patrick’s Institution features
seldom-used advanced glass reinforced concrete for a stunning finish 



When we look back at this age,
we should remember striking

commercial design. 

We have the information, the knowledge

and the technology we need.

But, please, throw in as much imagination,

innovation and, even, creativity as you can.

Because the results are worthy of

becoming your legacy.

As you can see…

forty one forty two

This building in Damastown was a commercial build wholly
designed by Glenbeigh and features sustainable architecture



You’re building a place of learning

but here, more than anywhere else,

it must also be a place of inspiration.

Build it and finish it well because 

new lives are born here all the time…

forty three forty four

Another system build, this time a lecture hall at Midlands Prison



Ciúnas.

Function over form here turned upside-down. 

It just goes to show what you can do

with a little imagination.

A little determination. A little magic. 

  

A light-filled, inspirational place of learning
and suddenly everyone wants to go to school…

forty five forty six

Inside Coláiste Mhuire, showing the feature glass
apex in response to the client’s need for 7m high ceilings
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Coláiste Mhuire in Dublin 7, a purpose-built modular school,
designed and built in our factory and then constructed on-site within 14 weeks



A shiny new spokesman speaking volumes 
from any distance. 

Effortlessly and without a word you’re 

impressed with the boldness of it all.

The cool, clean lines and sparkling reflections

tell you just how forward-thinking this resident is.

Wow. You think, wow.

forty nine fifty

Inspired industrial unit in Coolmine, featuring steel cladding and smoked glass



A little extra thought.

A curved line on a plan and form and function

both win and make this place unique.

If, in years to come, this rolling, rounded,

gentle smoothness makes you smile. A little.

We have done our job.

fifty one

An unusual curved wall in the Revenue Commissioners
adds interest and breaks up a straight corridor
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What’ll you have?

How about just a really comfortable place to hide.

Dark wood but light colours.

Natural materials but mixed together.

Traditional warm welcoming feel

with contemporary touches.

You’ll have it all, then.

fifty three

New build at Beckett’s Hotel, Leixlip and refurbishment of Beckett’s Bar

fifty four



A classic Victorian country home. 

With a little care. And thought. 

And the Centre for Peace & Reconciliation

gently emerges. A retreat. 

A place to put the horrors of past to bed and to then

embrace the unlimited potential of the future.

What a quietly brilliant success…

fifty five

From occupation to reconciliation: The 18th century Glencree barracks became
the Centre for Peace & Reconciliation following our complete refurbishment and fit out
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Whatever you can dream
up in a dream home.

An exceptional one-off with design,

materials, craftsmen, trades,

all from one expert source.

Is it always this easy?

Usually, yes.

fifty seven

A magnificent bespoke private house build in Co. MeathA magnificent bespoke private house build in Co. Meath
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The true sense of a much-abused word
is only really evident over time. 

Look at the detail, the lines, the workmanship,

the finish, the longevity and above all,

the thought and experience that

goes into a building like this.

That, my friend, that is Quality.

fifty nine

A new system-built wing for Clover Hill Prison
built in an enclosed high security environment by Glenbeigh

sixty



Why not?

Why not emulate the masons and craftsmen of 150 years ago?

There were a lot of things they got absolutely right.

Unquestionable quality and attention to detail and

painstaking care in material selection. 

All of the work and care that goes unnoticed.

But not by us.

sixty one

A Victorian gate lodge at Farmleigh,
carefully restored by the experts at Glenbeigh
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Adding without spoiling is a challenge
to relish. For us, anyway. 

Make it secure.

Make it safe.

Make it work.

Make it great.

Make it fast.

sixty three

Loughan House, educational centre & 60-bed accommodation unit that

featured high quality, fast factory build of modular pods.

sixty four

Loughan House Educational Centre with a 60-bed accommodation facility 
was a system build featuring high quality modular units



sixty five sixty six

Panoramic view of the project at Loughan House 



sixty seven

And here, a high-tech research centre in the 
very heart of the very soul of old Dublin.

It takes extraordinary vision to do this right.

It takes exceptional skill to do it with flair.

But then.

This is a tour de force…

sixty eight

Loughan House Educational Centre with a 60-bed accommodation facility 
was a system build featuring high quality modular pods

State-of-the-art internal fit-out and canteen
facilities at Media Labs in Dublin’s historic Liberties area



sixty nine

The Glenbeigh Group’s headquarters and
42,000 square foot off-site fabrication factory in Damastown
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